
Natural Language Processing
Exercise 6: HMM Tagging

1 Introduction
In the previous exercise, we constructed tag n-gram models. In this exercise, we are going to turn these into
full-fledged hidden Markov models for tagging by constructing a lexical model as well. We will then evaluate
the accuracy on known and unknown words using an implementation of the Viterbi algorithm.

2 Data
The data to use is the same as in the previous exercise, that is, the Stockholm-Umeå Corpus (SUC) of Swedish,
divided into a training set suc-train.txt and a test set suc-test.txt. The file suc-test.word
contains only the word tokens in the test file and can be used as input to the tagger during evaluation.

3 Create a lexical model
The lexical model in an HMM tagger is a model of the conditional probability P (w|t) for an arbitrary word w
and tag t, but your first task is to create a frequency table of all tag-word pairs seen in the training data. This
should be stored in the usual format as follows:

TAG word frequency

You may either write your own program to do this, or you can use lex-freq.py as follows:

python lex-freq.py < suc-train.txt > lex-freq.txt

4 Run the tagger
The file hmm-uniform.pycontains an implementation of the Viterbi algorithm for HMM tagging with an
n-gram contextual model (n > 1). In order to tag the test set with the bigram model, you should run something
like the following:

python hmm-uniform.py 2 lex-freq.txt bigram-freq.tex suc-test.word > out.txt

The first argument (2) specifies the n of the n-gram model, the second argument (lex-freq.txt) is the
lexical frequency file, the third argument (bigram-freq.txt) is the n-gram frequency file, and the fourth
argument (suc-test.word) is the input test file. The tagger hmm-uniform.py uses dummy models
where all tags are equally probable in all contexts, where all words occur with the same probability for all its
(known) tags, and where all unknown words are assumed to be nouns (NN).

5 Evaluate the tagger
You can evaluate the tagging result using the program tag-eval.py evoked as follows:

python tag-eval.py lex-freq.txt suc-test.txt out.txt

The first argument lex-freq.txt is the same lexical frequency file as above, which is needed to know
which words are unknown in the test set, the second argument (suc-test.txt) is the gold standard test set,
and the third argument (out.txt) is the output of the tagger on the test set. As you might have expected, the
dummy models are not very useful for tagging. Are the results better or worse than you expected?

6 Improve the tagger
Your final task is to improve the tagging results by implementing reasonable contextual and lexical models in
terms of the corpus frequencies. Let us first consider the existing definition of the contextual model:
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def conprob(c, t):
# Define the contextual probability P(t | c)
cf = 0
tf = 0
if c in cfreq:

cf = cf + cfreq[c]
if (c, t) in nfreq:

tf = tf + nfreq[(c, t)]
# cf = context frequency
# tf = n-gram frequency
return 1.0

The function conprob(c, t) computes the contextual probability of tag t given context c. In the bigram
model, the context is just a tag; in the trigram model, it is a tag bigram; and so on. The current code looks up the
frequencies of c and t and stores them in the variables cf and tf. The rest of the code is just a stub that returns
the probability 1.0 in all cases. It is your job to turn this into a reasonable definition of contextual probability,
taking into account that both cf and tf may in fact be zero. After you have implemented and evaluated the
contextual model, you should proceed to the lexical model and the function lexprob. Optionally, you may
also try to improve the function unknown, which returns the list of tags allowed for an unknown word.

7 Submitting the third assignment
The third assignment of the course consists of your work with Exercise 5 and 6. Make sure that you submit all
of the following to joakim.nivre@lingfil.uu.se at the end of the first week:

• A new version of hmm-uniform.py that achieves over 90% accuracy with a bigram and trigram tagger.
• A short report where you discuss the tagging results for known and unknown words and what you could

possibly do to improve them.
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